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By Linzi Drew-Honey

Troubador Publishing, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. UK ed.. Language:
English . Brand New Book. When Suzanne Perry-Jackson is ditched by her husband of almost
twenty years, her comfortable, uncomplicated world is turned upside down and inside out. Two
months after the traumatic break-up, the sophisticated blonde meets Angelo Azzurro, a captivating
stranger who takes full advantage of her vulnerability and introduces her to the decadent world of
sadomasochistic sex. As much as she enjoys the amazing, liberating encounter, she is adamant
that this needs to remain a moment of madness - never to be repeated. Then a chance meeting
with orthopaedic surgeon Sebastian Black rocks Suzanne s world all over again. It s love at first
sight as she senses a deep physical and mental connection with the breathtakingly beautiful, blue-
eyed doctor. After meeting in a professional capacity, Sebastian orchestrates a chance meeting
with Suzanne. It is obvious that something extraordinary is unfolding between them. But things
aren t as simple as they seem: control freak Angelo, still angered by Suzanne leaving him, can t
help wanting to teach her a lesson she will never forget. When Suzanne vanishes, Sebastian is
frantic with worry. He has no doubt...
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An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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